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*  *  *  *  *  *  *  *

The early-morning sun turned Tom's wind-burned face a deep crimson, set the streaks of 

white in his black beard ablaze with color, and tinted the gray of his uniform a soft shade of 

orange. At six feet and two inches in height, Tom's lanky frame was among the tallest of the men

crouched alongside him; also, at fifty-three years of age, he was among the oldest. Many, like 

himself, knelt behind the thick hedgerow on one knee; others sat with their legs folded 

underneath them like a pretzel; and some sat with their legs spread out in front of them in a wide 

vee. A few of the men lay on their sides, propped up on one elbow. Most appeared calm; some 

appeared nervous; and a few sat with their heads bowed, their eyes closed, and their minds filled 

with unspoken prayers and thoughts of home, family, and friends.

Tom checked his musket. Had he loaded it properly? Had he securely attached the 

bayonet? And his pistol? Had he loaded it? Yes, everything seemed in order. He had done all he 

could do. Nothing remained to be done except wait for his commanding officer to give his next 

order.

Tom slowly ran his fingers through his thick beard. He had been in this situation before. 

Not here, behind this particular hedgerow. It had been a different hedgerow. But the same 

situation. He had been here, not just once...not twice...not even three times. He had lost count of 

how many times he had crouched behind hedgerows, embankments, and boulders...loaded his 

weapons...checked his weapons...double-checked his weapons...and then checked his weapons 

again.

Tom had learned, whenever in this situation, to concentrate on one thing and one thing 

only: the upcoming battle. Nothing else mattered. Nothing. Absolutely nothing. But, today, no 

matter how hard he tried, he could think only of his home, his family, and his friends.

Tom tried to drive such thoughts from his mind by methodically checking his 

weapons...and then checking them again. But his efforts to divert his thoughts proved futile. No 

matter how hard he tried, he could not stop praying...nor could he push visions of his home, his 

wife, and his daughter from his mind.

Tom's commanding officer rose to his feet, drew his sword, and held it high in the air. 

Instantly, Tom forgot about his home...forgot about his family...forgot about his friends...and 
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focused every fiber, both body and soul, on the bloody stage onto which he and five thousand of 

his gray-coated comrades were about to be thrown.

Tom had known fear many times. Had fought in many skirmishes. Had participated in, 

and defended against, many suicidal charges. But never, until this moment, had Tom known the 

terror he knew right now. Was this to be his final battle? Would the next few minutes...perhaps 

the next few seconds...be the final moments of his life?

For what seemed the hundredth time, Tom checked his musket. Was it loaded? Was the 

bayonet secure? And his pistol? Was it loaded? Very slowly...very methodically...and very 

carefully, Tom checked everything again.

And then...

Tom checked everything again.
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*  *  *  *  *  *  *  *

Two miles away, thirty-two year old, five-foot-six-inch Catherine Frazier leaned against 

a dingy column on the front porch of her once-stately mansion. She just stood there a moment, 

staring at the western sky. And then, with tired blue eyes, she turned her head to the left and 

watched as four Confederate soldiers mounted their horses and rode away at a fast gallop.

Less than a minute earlier, the sergeant had informed Catherine her house was to be used 

as a field hospital. She had paused a few seconds before giving the sergeant her response. She 

had then nodded, told the sergeant she knew what to do, and said she would make the necessary 

arrangements.

Catherine had only paused, not hesitated, because her house had already served as a 

hospital on three separate occasions. Three times she had surrendered its rooms and hallways to 

wounded soldiers. Twice, to patients from the North; and, once, to patients from the South.

Catherine couldn't help smiling when she realized she and her house had much in 

common. First, they were both weary of the war. And, second, they both showed it. Her house, 

once white as snow, without a single blemish to mar its surface, was now stained a dirty, 

yellowish brown. Cracks in the paint exposed bare wood to all the harshness that nature—and 

war—had to throw at it. As for Catherine? Her chestnut-brown locks, once radiant and coiffured,

hung dull and limp two-thirds of the way down her back. And her shoulders, once proud and 

square, now slumped under the weight of a war that seemed more than she could bear. But bear 

the war she had...bear the war she did...and bear the war she would.

Still leaning against the column, and still staring toward the west, Catherine spoke to the 

black woman who stood in the open doorway behind her.

"Sadie?”

"Yes, Miss Cate."

“Go tell Ben to round everyone up; and then help me and the boys prepare things inside 

the house."

"Yes, Miss Cate."

"And Sadie?"

"Yes, Miss Cate?"
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"Do everything exactly the way we did last time. Set up cots for me, the boys, and the 

nurses in the playroom. Then set up cots and pallets in all the bedrooms and hallways. We'll use 

every inch of the house before this is over."

"Yes, Miss Cate."

Catherine watched Sadie descend the front steps, turn to her left, and disappear around 

the corner of the house. Catherine then turned her attention to the dust cloud kicked up by the 

thundering hooves of the soldiers' horses. Not until the soldiers, their horses, and the dust cloud 

entered an apple orchard half a mile to the west did Catherine push away from the column, turn 

her back to the war, and enter the foyer.

"Timothy!" she yelled up the stairs.

"We heard, Mother."

Timothy, Catherine's ten-year-old son, and Albert, his eight-year-old brother, walked 

somberly down the stairs from the playroom.

"And we know what to do," added Albert.

"I'm so sorry," said Catherine, her voice sad and apologetic.

"It's not your fault," said Albert, trying to console his mother.

Catherine gave her boys a forced smile, then watched with motherly pride as they 

disappeared into the dark depths of the cavernous mansion. She stared down the empty hallway a

moment, then returned to the front porch. There was much to be done, and little time in which to 

do it, but she rightfully reasoned she deserved a moment of reflective silence...a moment to 

prepare her mind, body, and soul for the hell into which she and her sons, Sadie, Ben—and many

of the neighboring wives, widows, and daughters—were about to be thrown.

Catherine's moment of privacy and silence, the last she would have for weeks to come, 

ended the moment she heard a masculine voice bark out a command, followed by the lazy clip-

clop of horse hooves. A few seconds later, Ben appeared astride the only animal remaining on 

the farm. Despite the situation into which Catherine and her plantation had been cast by the war, 

she couldn't help but smile at the site presented by the loyal, stoop-shouldered, and gray-headed 

seventy year-old black man sitting atop the old, used up, swayback nag. Age had been the only 

reason soldiers had not taken the old mare when confiscating all the other livestock.

To Catherine's left, the image of Ben on the horse—and the slow-but-steady sound of the 
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nag's hoofbeats—faded into the distance. For a brief moment, all became silent again.

But only for a moment.

Within seconds, the silence was broken by an eerie, wailing sound that rode the gentle 

breeze drifting in from Catherine's right.

The battle had begun.
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*  *  *  *  *  *  *  *

Tom's commanding officer slashed the air with a downward stroke of his sword. Tom, 

along with five thousand of his gray-coated comrades, rose from their concealed positions behind

the hedgerow and began marching toward their objective, just over a mile away. As the distance 

narrowed to three quarters of a mile, they marched faster. And then, as the distance narrowed to 

half a mile, they marched even faster.

The distance narrowed to seven hundred yards.

Then six hundred yards.

Suddenly, one of the gray-coated soldiers released a loud yelp and began running.

Several more soldiers yelped...and began running.

Within seconds, all five thousand gray-coated soldiers broke into a run and combined 

their voices into what sounded like a choir from Hell, creating one of the most terrifying sounds 

ever heard by human ear: the blood-curdling Rebel Yell.

Meanwhile, an equal number of blue-coated troops braced themselves for the 

Confederate onslaught. Each Union soldier had already checked his weapons a dozen times or 

more. He now checked them again. And again. And then, aware he was about to engage the 

enemy in a life-or-death struggle, he checked them again.

The gap between the two lines narrowed rapidly. The blue-coated infantry, armed with 

pistols and rifles, had been ordered to wait until their gray-coated opponents came to within a 

range that would make every shot count. The blue coats manning the artillery, however, chose 

this moment to spring into action. First one canon, then another, and then all the remaining 

canons unleashed a deadly fusillade of iron.

As fate would have it, Tom just happened to be staring straight down the barrel of the 

canon that fired the first shot. He saw the puff of white smoke. A second or so later, he 

heard...and felt...the gun's chest-thumping boom. A second after that, a twelve-pound iron ball 

whistled through the air and crashed to the ground less than ten feet away.

In previous battles, explosions and concussions had knocked Tom off his feet many 

times. Each time, he had jumped back up, broken into a run, and rejoined his Confederate 

comrades in their foolhardy rush into the face of withering Union fire.
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But not today. Tom tried to get back up, but the moment he put weight on his right leg, it

crumpled beneath him. In shock, feeling no pain, and unaware he had been injured, he tried to 

get up again...and collapsed face-first into the dirt.

Tom tried to remain conscious, but the sounds of canon fire...the whistle of approaching 

shells...the thuds and explosions that followed...and the haunting yells of his comrades faded into

the distance.

A few seconds later, Tom neither saw—nor heard—anything.
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*  *  *  *  *  *  * *

Catherine stood on the edge of her front porch and listened to the sounds of battle. She 

knew, from past experience, men were receiving wounds—a few of them minor, most of them 

dreadful, and far too many of them fatal. Catherine also knew, only minutes from now, horse-

drawn ambulances, loaded with wounded and dying soldiers, would emerge from the apple 

orchard, the drivers urging their horses to run as fast as they could until the moment they reached

her front steps.

A few of the women summoned by Ben had already begun to arrive. Some helped Sadie 

set up cots and pallets, soon to be occupied by wounded soldiers; others helped Timothy and 

Albert roll strips of clean cloth into white bandages, soon to be stained red with blood; and some 

inserted extra leaves into dining tables...tables that would soon become operating tables.

Catherine’s stomach had been churning from the moment she learned her house would 

serve as a hospital. She now became nauseated. Not because she saw bigger-than-life visions 

conjured up by a naive mind imagining carnage she would see in the near future, but because she

possessed vivid memories of carnage she had already seen on three separate occasions in the not-

so-distant past.
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*  *  *  *  *  *  *  *

Tom was the first Rebel to fall, but his body was the last to be removed from the 

battlefield, placed on a stretcher, lifted into an ambulance, and transported to the hospital. 

Soldiers who remained conscious and were able to call for help were among the first to receive 

medical attention. Those who moaned, or moved an arm or a leg, had been next. But soldiers like

Tom, those who remained silent and still, were ignored until the battle had ended. Only then did 

retreating soldiers and members of the medical corps take time to shake, prod, or kick their 

motionless bodies to see which had become cold and stiff—and which had breath.

Tom was among the fortunate. Fortunate because he still clung to life. Also fortunate 

because he groaned when a soldier hooked the toe of a boot underneath his shoulder and rolled 

him onto his back.
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*  *  *  *  *  *  *  *

Catherine rinsed the blood off her hands, dried them on a towel, and stepped out onto the 

front porch. She then leaned wearily against one of the columns and looked toward the west. 

What should have been an idyllic setting, with the sun half above the horizon and half below, 

was marred by several columns of thick, black smoke rising from the distant battlefield.

Throughout the day Catherine had watched a steady stream of horse-drawn wagons 

deliver casualties to her doorstep. Some of the soldiers, only slightly wounded, had been able to 

lower themselves from the wagons and climb the steps unassisted. Others, more seriously 

wounded, had required help. And some, unable to stand on their own, had been lifted by their 

comrades and carried inside.

During the battle, and in the minutes immediately following the battle, the long line of 

ambulances had formed an unbroken train that stretched from Catherine's house, all the way to 

the apple orchard, and far beyond. However, as the day wore on, the line had grown shorter, with

ambulances arriving in groups of four or five...then two or three...and, as evening approached, 

one at a time.

Now, as the last sliver of the sun's red orb dipped below the horizon, as daylight yielded 

to the fading light of dusk, Catherine descended the front steps to supervise the unloading of the 

final ambulance. Its single occupant, a tall, lanky man with a white-streaked black beard, babbled

incoherently while soldiers lifted his limp body and carried it up the front steps, between the tall 

columns, across the wide porch, through the massive double doors, and into the spacious foyer. 

From there, Catherine directed the men to the dining room, where the soldiers unceremoniously 

tossed their comrade's body onto the table as if it were a bag of flour. Catherine immediately 

stepped forward and helped one of the doctors assess, treat, and dress the man's wounds.
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*  *  *  *  *  *  *  *

Tom almost died on the battlefield, and would have died in the makeshift hospital had it 

not been for Catherine's constant care. For more than a week she spent countless hours changing 

the dressings that bound Tom's wounds, and sponging the perspiration that poured in rivulets 

down his face. Finally, late one morning, Tom opened his eyes and spoke to her.

"Where am I?" he asked in a weak voice.

Catherine, accustomed to her patients' incessant chatter borne of fever-spawned dementia,

ignored Tom's words.

"Where am I?" Tom asked again, this time in a much stronger voice. Catherine again 

ignored his words.

Tom suddenly arched his back, pressed his head into his pillow, and screamed in agony. 

Again, hardened to such behavior, Catherine ignored Tom.

Tom reached out, grasped one of Catherine's wrists, and pulled himself to a sitting 

position. He now had Catherine's full attention. She stared down at him.

For a long moment, Tom just sat and stared wild-eyed at Catherine, as if he could not 

believe what he was seeing. And then, a few seconds later, his face softened, he relaxed his grip, 

and he spoke in a surprisingly tender voice.

"I…I'm sorry. I didn’t mean to hurt you."

And then, assaulted by another wave of pain, Tom involuntarily closed his eyes, 

grimaced, and tightened his grip on Catherine's wrist. Once again, accustomed to such behavior, 

Catherine calmly waited until Tom's pain subsided, his muscles relaxed, and his grip loosened. 

She then placed her free hand on Tom's hand, pried his fingers from her wrist, placed her hands 

on his shoulders, and encouraged him to lie down and rest his head on the pillow.

“Welcome back, soldier.”

Catherine gave Tom a smile, leaned across his body, and picked up the damp cloth he had

dislodged from his forehead. And then, as she had done countless times during the past week, 

she rinsed the cloth in a large ceramic bowl, squeezed out the excess water, and wiped the 

perspiration from Tom's face.

"I thought I was going to lose you."
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Tom stared wild-eyed at Catherine, trying to convince himself he was actually seeing 

what he was seeing...that it was real, and not an imaginary vision.

"No," said Catherine with a smile. "You have not died."

She again rinsed the cloth in the bowl, squeezed out the excess water, and dabbed at 

Tom’s perspiration.

"And, no, I am not an angel."

Suddenly, a shrill, agonized scream originated from one of the bedrooms down the hall 

and reverberated throughout the entire house. Catherine closed her eyes and stopped smiling. A 

moment later, she opened her eyes and looked down at Tom.

"You were lucky," she said, then removed the cloth from Tom's damp forehead. She 

rinsed the cloth, squeezed it, wiped the sweat from Tom's face, rinsed and squeezed the cloth a 

second time, and placed it on Tom's forehead. She then looked into Tom's eyes and started over.

"You were lucky. We saved your leg.”

Catherine turned her head and stared through the open doorway, as if her eyes could see 

around the corner, travel down the long hallway, and peer into the other bedroom.

“That young man just discovered we did not save his leg."

Catherine stared through the open doorway a moment longer, then turned her attention 

back to Tom. She removed the cloth, gently wiped his face, rinsed the cloth, wrung it out, and 

returned it to his forehead.

"I thought your fever would never break."

Catherine studied Tom's eyes a moment, then gave him a warm smile.

"Thank God, your fever did break."

Tom’s eyes lingered on Catherine’s eyes...and hers on his...a full five seconds before he 

turned his attention away from her and glanced around the room at the other patients. After 

assessing each man's wounds, he again looked up at Catherine.

"Did we win the battle?"

Tom punctuated his question with a grimace as another stab of pain shot through his leg.

Catherine studied Tom's sad, war-weary eyes until he refocused them on hers. She then 

slowly shook her head.

"No," she answered softly. "The Yanks held their ground."
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*  *  *  *  *  *  *  *

"Damn this war! So many men wounded! So many lives lost!"

Tom's emotional outburst took a lot out of him. He closed his eyes, released a long sigh, 

and allowed his body to go limp. An instant later, he tensed every muscle in his body, gritted his 

teeth, arched his back, and pressed his head deeply into his pillow. Catherine calmly leaned over,

picked up the cloth—which Tom had again dislodged from his forehead—and rinsed it in the 

bowl.

"Try not to think about the war.”

Catherine squeezed the cloth, folded it, and returned it to Tom's forehead.

"As for your pain? A tall glass of whiskey might help."

"No!" exclaimed Tom, opening his eyes wide and gazing into Catherine's eyes. And then,

in little more than a whisper, he said, "I learned long ago that a wise man endures pain and 

sorrow without the aid of alcohol."

"Suit yourself," said Catherine, again dabbing at Tom's perspiration. She then rinsed, 

squeezed, and folded the cloth one more time, placed it on his forehead, and said, "I'll be nearby 

if you need me."

Catherine turned away from Tom and tended to the soldier lying on the cot next to his. 

Tom studied Catherine's youthful face and figure for several long seconds, then turned his 

attention to a painting on the wall.

"That was my mother," said Catherine.

"Was your mother?" asked Tom, searching Catherine's eyes while waiting for the answer 

he already knew but did not want to hear.

"Yes," said Catherine. And then, in a sad tone, she added, "My mother died two years 

ago. The war...and the collapse of our plantation...was more than she could bear."

"I'm sorry to hear that," said Tom, his voice filled with genuine sympathy. He then 

returned his gaze to the painting on the wall. "It's amazing! You look just like your mother."

"Thank you,” said Catherine, accepting Tom’s compliment. “Her name was Laura."

"Laura," breathed Tom while gazing at the smiling face in the portrait.

“By the way. My name is Catherine.”
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“Catherine,” breathed Tom, this time gazing into Catherine's eyes. "You inherited your 

mother's beauty, Catherine."

Catherine blushed, then looked toward the doorway as two little boys entered the room. 

The older boy carried a large ceramic pitcher; the younger boy carried a box of clean bandages. 

Catherine rose to her feet and took the pitcher from the older boy.

"Thank you, Timothy."

Catherine placed the pitcher on a small table. She then took the box of clean bandages 

from the younger boy.

"Albert, take that box of dirty bandages to the wash house. And Timothy, take that empty

pitcher to the well, fill it with fresh water, and bring it back to me as quickly as you can."

Both boys said, "Yes, Ma'am," and dutifully went about their chores. Tom watched them 

attentively, almost fondly, as they walked across the room, stepped through the door, and 

disappeared. Tom continued staring through the door long after they had gone.

"Your boys seem mature for their age," he finally said.

"Yes, they are," acknowledged Catherine, speaking in a sad, yet matter-of-fact, tone. 

"War has a way of forcing little boys to grow up and become young men very quickly."

Once again, Tom gazed into Catherine's eyes. When Catherine realized he wanted to hear

more, she inhaled deeply, exhaled a long sigh, and continued.

"My husband...their father...was killed in a skirmish in the early weeks of the war.”

Catherine's eyes grew distant. When she spoke again, her voice sounded hollow, and 

empty.

“Then came the wounded soldiers. This makes four times a battle has been fought 

nearby…four times our house has been used as a hospital."

"I'm sorry you lost your husband," said Tom, as if he had heard nothing Catherine said 

beyond the death of Timothy and Albert's father. "I'm sure it came as a shock to you."

"Yes, it did. At first I felt sorry for myself—just stayed in my room—but then I realized I

was not alone."

Catherine stood in silence a moment, staring blankly through glazed eyes, thinking about 

her husband...how much he had meant to her...and how much she missed him. She then pulled 

herself back to the present.
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"No, I am not alone. Because of this war, thousands of wives have become widows…and

thousands of children will grow up without fathers."

"That may be true, Catherine, but the fact you are only one among thousands doesn't 

lessen the fact you lost your husband...and your children lost their father. It' s very personal for 

you...and them. For that, I am truly sorry."

Tom's compassionate blue eyes searched deep into Catherine's eyes. He then returned his 

attention to the painting on the wall, stared at it for several long seconds, and spoke softly, his 

voice filled with emotion.

"And I'm sorry you lost your mother. I know, from personal experience, how lonely life 

becomes when you lose the ones you love."

Catherine knelt down beside Tom's cot and wiped the perspiration from his brow.

"I can tell you're a kindhearted man."

Catherine looked into Tom's eyes.

"Forgive me for asking, but I have tended your wounds for a week now, and I still don't 

know your name."

"Tom,” he answered. “Just call me Tom."

Tom nodded toward the portrait of Laura.

"You have a painting of your mother. Do you have one of your father?"

Suddenly, Catherine's expression turned cold—as cold as ice—and her voice turned 

bitter.

"My mother burned them…burned all of them…shortly after my tenth birthday. If she 

had not burned them, I would have."

"I'm sorry," said Tom softly. "It was not my intention to awaken sad memories."

Catherine, clearly uncomfortable discussing her father, attempted to change the subject.

"How long has it been since you were home, Tom?"

Tom gazed into Catherine's eyes a moment. He then stared straight up at the ceiling.

"Home," he sighed wistfully. "I've been gone now…well…let’s see. Let's just say it’s 

been a long time. Not until I left home did I realize how much my family meant to me."

Tom again gazed into Catherine's eyes.

"Catherine, I don’t think you realize how lucky you are that you and your boys are so 
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close to each other. I don't mean physically..."

"I know what you mean. Yes, we are close. We're very close."

Catherine studied the painting on the wall a moment, then spoke in a soft, sentiment-

filled voice.

"My mother and I were close, too."

"Were you close…to your father?" asked Tom, remembering how Catherine had reacted 

when he mentioned the absence of her father's portrait.

"You would not care to hear about my father."

Catherine averted her gaze from Tom and looked down at the floor. When she looked up 

again, and realized Tom's eyes had never left hers, she sensed he had taken a special interest in 

her...and that she had taken a special interest in him. Almost in a whisper, she described the last 

time she had seen her father.
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*  *  *  *  *  *  *  *

Frank Richards, a handsome, clean-shaven man who inherited a large sum of money, 

courted and married the beautiful Laura Stephens...partly because he loved Laura, but mainly 

because she had been the sole heir to her father's large plantation. Immediately following their 

honeymoon, Laura returned to her passion of running the plantation…and Frank returned to his 

passion of drinking large amounts of expensive whiskey and playing poker with his friends. By 

the time Catherine, Frank and Laura's daughter, reached the age of ten, Frank had gambled away 

every dime of his personal fortune and become an angry, violent, and alcohol-crazed man.

Frank’s abuse of his wife and daughter came to an abrupt end late one fateful night when 

he arrived home after a long night of cards and whiskey—drunk, as usual—at two o'clock in the 

morning. He noisily climbed the stairs to the second floor, stumbled, lost his balance, tumbled 

halfway down the stairs, and then climbed up again. Awakened by the commotion, Catherine 

covered her head with a pillow, hoping it would muffle the sounds of her father's cursing and 

what she knew would happen next...the same thing that always happened when Frank Richards 

came home drunk after a long night of drinking and gambling.

Frank beat on Laura's locked door with both fists. As always, Laura told Frank to go 

away, which only increased his anger. Frank beat harder, kicked the door open, and—the thing 

Catherine hated to hear more than anything in the world—struck Laura's face with the back of 

his hand.

Catherine began sobbing. Like her mother, she had felt the sting of Frank's hand more 

times than she cared to remember. And she knew her mother would come to the breakfast table 

with one eye...if not both eyes...black and swollen, and one cheek...if not both cheeks...covered 

with bruises.

Catherine's vision of her battered mother—along with the sounds of her father's cursing, 

her mother's screams, and the sickening smack of flesh striking flesh—were suddenly cast aside 

by the sharp report of a gunshot. In one fluid motion, Catherine pushed the pillow away from her

head, sat upright in bed, threw off the covers, jumped to the floor, and ran to the door. And then, 

being careful to open the door only a fraction of an inch, she peered down the long hallway.

Catherine watched as Frank walked backwards, very slowly, from Laura's bedroom. 
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Frank clutched his left shoulder with his right hand, and blood oozed between his fingers. A 

moment later, Laura followed Frank into the hallway, pointing a loaded pistol directly at his face.

Laura continued walking toward Frank, who continued walking backwards, and down the stairs, 

one step at a time.

"Tonight was the last time you'll ever touch me or my daughter,” said Laura. And then, 

sarcastically pronouncing Frank’s full name to mock the pompous manner in which he 

introduced himself to strangers, she added, “You are no longer welcome in my house, 

Franklin...T...Richards...the Third. Get out—and don't ever come back. If you do, I will not be 

aiming at your shoulder."

By the time Frank reached the foyer at the bottom of the stairs, several slaves—having 

heard the sound of the gunshot and come running—were crowded together on the front porch. 

One of the slaves, a powerfully-built black man named Benjamin—who had the thickest arms 

Catherine had ever seen—charged through the foyer, spun Frank away from the stairwell, and 

pushed him toward the front door.

"Miss Richards," said Ben over his shoulder while maintaining a firm grip on Frank's 

arms and steering him toward the door. "Unless you object, I'll be sleeping on a pallet right here 

in the foyer the next few nights. I swear, if Master Franklin comes back, I'll tear him apart with 

my bare hands."
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*  *  *  *  *  *  *  *

Catherine exhaled a long sigh, raised her eyes from the floor, and continued her tale.

"I never saw my father again," she sad sadly. "Rumor has it he spent a year or two 

drifting from town to town, doing an odd job here, an odd job there, but mostly drinking whiskey

and sleeping in gutters. And then, one day, as if struck by a miracle, he stopped drinking, got a 

job at a sawmill, and became a respectable citizen."

With that, Catherine fell silent. Tom honored her silence as long as he could stand it.

"Have you ever wished your father would return? So the two of you could start over?"

Catherine thought a moment, then shook her head.

"No. When I heard my father attended Mother's funeral—I was told he watched it from a 

distance—I almost went looking for him. But Ben and Sadie talked me out of it. Looking back 

on it, I doubt I could have found my father, even if I had gone looking for him. He left the 

sawmill ten years ago, and no one has a clue where he went."

 Catherine again turned her attention to the painting on the wall.

"No. I don't care if I never see my father again. I don’t miss him at all—but I miss my 

mother very much."
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*  *  *  *  *  *  *  *

For the next two weeks, doctors and nurses worked around the clock to ease their 

patients' pain and suffering, and to promote their healing. None worked harder than Catherine. 

As she neared the point of exhaustion, one of the doctors insisted she take a long nap. At first, 

Catherine argued with the doctor, but finally took his advice and retired to her cot in the boys' 

playroom.

Catherine slept soundly—until she heard one of the patients scream. Thinking it to be a 

dream, she never moved a muscle. However, when the patient screamed a second time, she 

realized the scream had been real. She had not been dreaming. It took an effort, but she finally 

managed to pry one eye open and look at the clock. She had gone to sleep at 3:30 in the 

afternoon. It was now 8:30. She had slept five hours.

“Go back to sleep,” she whispered to herself.

But when the soldier screamed a third time, Catherine threw off her covers, stumbled 

across the floor, and stepped through the door. First, she looked to her left. Nothing. Then she 

looked to her right.

Two young soldiers stood outside the door to one of the bedrooms. One of the soldiers, 

his right arm hanging limply in a sling, struggled with his good arm to hold back the other 

soldier, whose head had been wrapped with a thick bandage. Catherine quickly realized the 

soldier with the head wound had been the one who screamed, because he screamed again.

“No!” he exclaimed. “I refuse to give up without a fight!”

“We did fight, Billy, and we lost. The fight is over. You have to accept that.”

The soldier with the head wound nodded a couple of times, indicating to his friend he 

could...and would...accept defeat. He then slumped to the floor and leaned his back against the 

wall. Only then did the soldiers realize Catherine had been watching them.

"We're going home, Ma'am," said the soldier with an arm in a sling.

"Home?" she asked. "I thought you had been ordered back to your unit."

"That order got canceled, Ma'am. We got word the war is over."

Catherine stood dumbfounded...until the truth sank in.

There would be no more fighting.
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No more wounded.

No more dying.

Catherine returned to the boys' playroom, stood before the mirror, and accepted the fact 

there was little she could do to improve her haggard appearance. And then, when she noticed the 

direction from which the sun shined through the window, she realized it was 8:30 AM, not 8:30 

PM. She had slept seventeen hours. Not five.

Catherine spun away from the mirror and ran down the hallway, glancing in this 

bedroom, and then that bedroom, checking on her patients. Very few remained. Those that did 

remain wore the halfhearted smiles of men who were filled with mixed emotions. The men were 

sad because their side had lost the war…and sad because their comrades had fallen in battle. And

yet, at the same time, the men were happy. Happy because they were free to go home…and 

happy because they were free to reunite with family and friends.

Catherine looked at Tom’s cot.

His cot lay empty.

"Tom?" she called out in a calm voice. She then scanned the room, as if she expected him

to be there.

Tom was not there.

"Tom? Where are you?"

One of the bed-ridden patients extended his hand and offered Catherine a neatly-folded 

piece of paper.

"Tom asked me to give you this, Ma'am."

Catherine accepted the note, then gasped when someone placed a hand on her shoulder.

"I'm sorry, Miss Cate. I didn't mean to frighten you.”

Catherine turned around to face Sadie. Sadie continued speaking.

“I just came to tell you we have a good breakfast waiting for you in the kitchen. Shortly 

after we got word about the surrender, some Yankee soldiers rode up with a wagon filled with 

food and medical supplies."

Catherine, still groggy from her long nap, walked slowly down the stairs, crossed the 

back yard, and entered the kitchen. Instead of the meager and tasteless wartime rations to which 

she had grown accustomed, Sadie and Ben had covered the table with a feast fit for a king.
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 Catherine sat down, absentmindedly dropped the folded-up sheet of paper beside her 

plate, and wearily dined on smoked ham, scrambled eggs, fluffy biscuits, melted butter, warm 

maple syrup, and black coffee—real coffee, made with real coffee beans, the first she had tasted 

in more than two years.

"What is that?" asked the nurse sitting across the table.

“What is what?” asked Catherine, her mind miles away.

The nurse reached out and tapped Catherine's note with the tip of her index finger.

Catherine looked down at the note.

“Oh, that? Something one of the soldiers left for me."

"Well? What does it say?"

"I don't know. I haven’t read it."

Catherine savored another sip of coffee, sat her cup down, and unfolded the letter. And 

then, holding the letter in her left hand, she picked up her cup with her right hand, savored 

another sip of coffee, and began reading.
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*  *  *  *  *  *  *  *

"Dear Catherine,

"I thank God for giving me the opportunity to spend these past few weeks with you. You 

can't imagine the joy I received merely by being in your presence. And I want you to know I 

truly adore Timothy and Albert. I enjoyed telling them stories at night until they fell asleep at my

feet. I will miss them, but not as much as I will miss you.

“If only I could remain with you, hear your voice, gaze into your eyes, and feel your 

touch. However, the war is over now, and it is only right for me and all the other soldiers to leave

so you and your boys can reclaim your house and your farm.

"To say I fell in love with you while under your care would be a lie. I have loved you 

from the day you were born. Please, accept my love, and pass it on to Timothy and Albert.

Tom"
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*  *  *  *  *  *  *  *

Catherine placed Tom's letter on the table, took another bite of ham and biscuit, and 

savored another sip of coffee. And then, when her exhausted mind processed the data contained 

within Tom's note, the half-filled cup fell from her hands, bounced off the edge of the table, and 

shattered against the stone floor.

"Catherine!" exclaimed the nurse who had asked about the note. "Are you all right?"

"Tom!" shouted Catherine. She then jumped to her feet, overturned her chair in the 

process, and sent it flying across the room.

"Catherine!" exclaimed another nurse. "What has gotten into you?"

Wild-eyed with panic, Catherine darted from the kitchen, dashed across the lawn, ran up 

the back steps, and charged through the door. And then, pausing only long enough to side-step 

Sadie, she ran down the long and spacious foyer, out the front door, and onto the porch.

"Quick!" she screamed to no one in particular.

All conversations abruptly ended.

All eyes turned to Catherine.

"Did a soldier leave here?"

Again, Catherine addressed no one in particular.

"Ma'am?" laughed a young lieutenant.

Only then did Catherine notice most of the men, including the lieutenant, wore blue 

uniforms. The young lieutenant chuckled softly, and then spoke a second time.

"Ma'am, soldiers have been leaving this place since sunup."

"Not just any soldier! I'm looking for him. One of my patients."

"The one you were sweet on?" asked Sadie, who had followed Catherine out the front 

door and onto the porch. Catherine turned around and gave Sadie a surprised look, but Sadie just 

smiled, and said, "Don't be embarrassed, Miss Cate. I'm not the only one who noticed. Besides, it

was plain as the beard on his face that Mr. Tom had eyes for you, too."

"Have you seen him?" asked Catherine, directly addressing Sadie. Then, returning her 

attention to the soldiers, she said, "He would have been using a crutch...or, at least, he would 

have been walking with a bad limp."
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A different blue-coated soldier said, "Come to think of it, Ma'am, several of the soldiers 

did leave on crutches. Two of them left, oh, about three quarters of an hour ago."

"What did they look like?" asked Catherine, her voice filled with urgency. "Please! 

Describe them to me."

"One was very young, Ma'am. Not a day over sixteen."

"No. That couldn't have been him. What about the other man. Quick! Describe the other 

soldier."

"I'm sorry, Ma'am. I didn't pay that much attention."

A gray-coated corporal, who had been silent up to this point, stepped forward and joined 

the conversation.

"I recollect he was fairly tall, Ma'am. Had a coal-black beard, with snow-white streaks in 

it. I didn't take much notice of him, but I do remember that much. I remember that man in 

particular, because, like you said, he walked with a bad limp. I also remember him because I 

watched him cut a bough off that tree over yonder. He trimmed the bough down with his knife, 

then used it for a crutch."

"His age? How old was he?"

"I'm not good at telling ages, Ma'am. I'd say he was in his late forties...early fifties."

"Yes!" she exclaimed. "That had to be him. Which way did he go?"

The corporal pointed westward, down the road that passed through the apple orchard.

"Quick!" she said. "I need a horse. A fast horse."

The Yankee lieutenant stared at Catherine a few moments, then ordered one of his 

sergeants to provide her with a horse. As an afterthought, the lieutenant suggested the sergeant 

pick one or two additional soldiers to ride along as an escort. The sergeant saluted, said, "Yes, 

Sir," ran down the steps, and trotted around the corner of the house. Catherine paced nervously 

until the sergeant returned, accompanied by a corporal and two privates. One of the privates held 

the reins to an extra horse. Catherine ran down the steps, took the reins from the private, and—

despite the fact she was wearing a dress—placed her left foot in the stirrup and slung her right 

leg up and over the horse's broad back. Seconds later, the five of them galloped away from the 

house and rode down the dusty road toward the apple orchard.
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*  *  *  *  *  *  *  *

"Tom!" shouted Catherine. She then reined her horse to a stop beside a small group of 

men. One of the men was leaning on a crutch. But he was not Tom. Catherine quickly described 

Tom and asked if anyone had seen him. Yes, someone answered. He had seen such a man. Saw 

him sitting on the back of a supply wagon, headed for a camp several miles down the road.

Even before the man finished speaking, Catherine dug her heels into her horse's ribs and 

galloped away. The sergeant and corporal looked at each other, shrugged their shoulders, and 

spurred their horses onward. The two privates looked at each other, shrugged their shoulders, 

and did the same.

Two miles later, as they rounded a curve, the supply wagon came into view. Tom sat in 

the very back, his makeshift crutch lying across his lap, and his wounded leg propped on a bag of

flour. The sergeant slowed his horse to a walk beside the wagon and ordered the driver to stop. A

second or two later, Catherine reined her horse to a stop and stared down at Tom. Tom looked up

at her with a sheepish smile, but made no effort to get off the wagon.

Catherine spoke to Tom in a soft, matter-of-fact...and yet very commanding...voice.

"Get down. And get down now!"

Tom just sat there, so Catherine dismounted her horse and stepped closer to the wagon.

"I said get down. You’re going back home with me."

"You know I can't do that, Catherine. Why, of all people, would you want me..."

"You know exactly why!"

Tom and Catherine stared deeply into each others' eyes.

"Ma'am?" asked the sergeant. "Has this man stolen something from you?"

Catherine glanced up at the sergeant, then returned her attention to Tom. She gave the 

sergeant's question a moment of thought, then stood tall, squared her shoulders, and took a deep 

breath.

"Yes!” she exclaimed. “This man did steal something from me—but he's not going to 

steal it from my boys."

"I hope you'll forgive me, Ma'am," apologized the sergeant, "but I'm a little confused. 

Just what did this man steal? Looks to me like he's got nothing but a whittled-down stick and the 
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clothes on his back."

Catherine glanced up at the sergeant, then returned her attention to Tom.

"Unbutton your shirt.”

It only took a moment for the sergeant to realize Tom had no intention of following 

Catherine's order.

"Mister, you heard the lady. Remove your shirt."

Tom ignored the soldier and continued staring at Catherine. It wasn’t an angry stare. It 

was just the opposite. Tom's eyes begged Catherine, Please, don't make me do this.

"Remove your shirt!" snapped the corporal. "Remove it, or we’ll remove it for you."

Tom finally took his eyes off Catherine, looked up at the sergeant, and reluctantly 

unbuttoned his shirt. He then pulled it open.

"See?" said Tom, again looking into Catherine’s eyes. "I have nothing to hide."

"Tom, you know what I'm looking for."

Tom chewed on his lower lip.

"Catherine, are you sure you want to do this?"

Catherine placed her hands on her hips, squared her shoulders again, and looked deeply 

into Tom's eyes.

"After coming this far…after me getting to know you so well, and you getting to know 

me and my boys…would it be right for me not to do this? Would it be right for me to let you go?

Did the time you spent with me…and the time you spent with Timothy and Albert…mean 

nothing to you?"

Tom again chewed on his lower lip. The sergeant, having reached the limit of his 

patience, gave the corporal a nod. The corporal, in turn, nodded to the two privates. And then, as 

if the move had been choreographed, the four soldiers placed their weight on their left legs, 

raised their right legs, and prepared to dismount their horses.

"That won't be necessary," said Tom, holding up his left hand. Then, using his right hand,

he slid the shirt off his left shoulder.

Catherine stared at Tom’s shoulder a moment...looked into his eyes...and looked at his 

shoulder again. She then stepped up to the edge of the wagon, reached up with her right hand, 

and gently ran her fingertips across the perfectly-round scar of an ancient bullet wound.
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"I know two little boys," she said softly, "who will be sorely disappointed if you aren't 

there tonight to tuck them into bed and tell them stories until they fall asleep."

Franklin Thomas Richards III gave Catherine a smile, leaned forward, and kissed his 

daughter on the forehead.

* * * * * The End * * * * *
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